Stuttgart and Cardiff - 60 years twinning

Part 1 (Visit to Stuttgart) – by Helga Rother-Simmonds

The celebrations of the 60th Anniversary of the twinning partnership between
the cities of Cardiff and Stuttgart have been in full swing throughout the
summer months of 2015:
Starting with a visit to Stuttgart by a delegation of 6 from Cardiff, headed by the
Leader of the Council, Cllr. Phil Bale, accompanied by the Director for
Transport, Andrew Gregory, members of the Economic Department, Jonathan
Day and Gareth Berry, Marc Arkless, representing the Photo Gallery and the
Honorary Consul for Germany in Cardiff, Helga Rother-Simmonds.
An interesting 3-day programme had been arranged by the Office of the Lord
Mayor Stuttgart - International Büro – headed by Nadia vom Scheidt, carried
through by the most enthusiastic supporter of the twinning movement in a
decade, Dr Frederic Stephan

together with Robert Hammel and Susanne Schlichtenmayer-Jung.

Oberbürgermeister Fritz Kuhn opened the official twinning celebrations of the
Anniversary Ceremony in Stuttgart City Hall and an illustrious programme
compered by Frau Nadja vom Scheidt and Prof Wolfgang Holtkamp followed.

Musical entertainment was provided by the lively Jazz Band 'Wonderbrass',
flown in by Stuttgart from Cardiff - a huge success in Stuttgart!

The evening concluded with a wonderful buffet of specialities from Stuttgart
and its regions around – and the specially created Anniversary Stuttgart Wine.

The programme for the visitors covered subjects of mutual interest, projects in
transport and sustainability, education (Fachschule für SozialpädagogikNursery Nurse College), the arts (visit to the Cube, Museum of Modern Art):

and a fascinating visit to the brand new library in Stuttgart:

Following a most interesting visit to the Emergency Transport Control Centre,
where all emergency services are working together in a high tech environment,
Deputy Mayor of Stuttgart, Dr Schairer, invited the leader of the Council, Cllr
Bale to name a new carriage for the Stuttgart transport system in the name of
'Cardiff-Caerdydd'.

No sparkling wine was wasted, sparkling water was used!

A tour on public transport followed using different types of low emission means
of transport, including e-biking and car sharing.
And after all this hard work and with all these wonderful vineyards around, we
were welcomed to join a wine tasting in one of Stuttgart’s vineyards, The
Weingut Currle and a wonderful meal afterwards in their premises.
What a treat!

The visit ended with the Leader of Cardiff Council, Cllr Bale officially firing
the starting pistol for the Stuttgart Half Marathon, in which two of the delegates
from Cardiff, Jonathan Day and Gareth Berry took part, running an excellent
time.

And on the way to the airport a quick visit to the Mercedes Museum was a
must!!

A big, big thank you goes to all who have been involved in organising this
wonderful exchange visit.
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